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Control of edge bulge evolution during photoresist reflow and its application
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The authors present an empirical study of profile evolution of lithographically defined photoresist

(PR) patterns during thermal reflow and apply the findings to diamond microlens fabrication.

During PR reflow, a bulge forms at the edge of the PR pattern and propagates inwards as the

temperature and PR thickness are increased. An empirical relationship for this propagation is

derived. Furthermore, it was found that at a certain reflow temperature and a limited pattern size,

there is a minimum initial thickness of the PR pattern for forming spherical lens profiles. Based on

these findings, diamond microlenses with a diameter of 400 lm and a previously unachieved radius

of curvature of over 13 mm were fabricated. This is underpinned by forming PR microlens patterns

with a large radius of curvature and transferring the PR patterns through low-selectivity Ar/Cl2
inductively coupled plasma etching. VC 2016 American Vacuum Society.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4943558]

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermal reflow is a commonly used technique to fabricate

microlens features in the photoresist (PR).1 These PR micro-

lenses can be transferred onto other materials by etching to

form convex lenses2 or by molding to form concave lenses3

on different substrates, such as GaN, sapphire, and diamond.

These microlenses have a broad range of applications in

optoelectronics and laser optics.4–7 Our work here is particu-

larly motivated by the pattern transfer into diamond, which

has excellent properties for photonic applications, such as

transmittance over a broad spectral range8 and high Raman

gain.9

Diamond microlenses attract much attention due to their

extraordinary performances, e.g., as a laser cavity to stabilize

laser oscillation7 or as a solid immersion lens to guide

light.10,11 Especially, a diamond microlens with a large

radius of curvature (ROC) is desired in semiconductor disk

lasers and diamond Raman lasers to provide mode matching

or reduce the risk of mirror coating damage.12–14

Up until now, microlenses are typically fabricated by

thermal reflow of a single PR layer15 and subsequent pattern

transfer by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. This

approach is attractive due to its simplicity, high reproducibil-

ity, and the high surface quality of the resulting micro-

lenses.2,16 The engineering aspects of this particular method

have been studied and extensively reported in the recent

past.17–19 However, even though the PR reflow step plays a

crucial role, only little is known about the detailed mecha-

nisms that determine the exact shape of the reflowed PR. A

controllable way of fabricating PR lenses with different

dimensions and ROCs has not been reported yet.

In this work, we report a detailed empirical study of the

profile evolution of lithographically defined photoresist pat-

terns during thermal reflow and explore the mechanisms that

govern the shape of the reflowed PR. It is then illustrated

how these findings are applied to achieve the state-of-the-art

large ROC diamond microlenses. The PR reflow examina-

tion carried out in this work is also applicable to fabricate

microlenses on other materials.

Importantly, we observe the formation and evolution of a

bulge at the edge of lithographically defined PR patterns

upon thermal reflow. We refer to this as the “edge bulge

effect.” To our knowledge, this effect has not been investi-

gated in depth before. There are a couple of known bulge

formations that at first may appear similar, namely, the

“coffee stain effect” in liquid droplets upon solvent evapora-

tion,20,21 the “edge bead effect” in spin coating,22 and the

bulges associated with moving contact lines23 during PR

deposition. However, the edge bulge effect reported here is

distinctly different from these known effects. We examine

the evolution of the edge bulge as a function of the reflow

temperature and the initial thickness of the PR patterns and

derive an empirical formula describing the relationship.

Based on this examination, a controllable fabrication of PR

patterns is realized via the reflow method.

Additionally, a previously unreported minimum thickness

at a certain reflow temperature for the formation of a convex

reflowed microlens shape on PR patterns is observed and

characterized. It was further shown that the PR microlens

formed at this minimum initial thickness has the largest

ROC at its diameter. Based on the study, a PR microlens pat-

tern with the largest reported ROC of 1.4 mm at a diameter

of 400 lm is achieved.

Furthermore, a controllable diamond microlens fabrica-

tion process is developed based on the investigation of PR

reflow and the ICP etching with a low etching selectivity.

The process developed enables the realization of high quality

diamond microlenses with a ROC> 10 mm, which has not

been achieved before.7,12,24,25 As a result, single crystal

diamond microlenses with a diameter of 400 lm and a state-

of-the-art ROC of over 13 mm have been realized.

a)H. Liu and J. Herrnsdorf contributed equally to this work.
b)Electronic mail: erdan.gu@strath.ac.uk
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II. FORMATION AND EVOLUTION OF AN EDGE
BULGE DURING THE PR REFLOW

We first provide an in-depth empirical investigation of

the PR edge bulge effect and how it applies to reflowed PR

microlens patterns with a large ROC. This study gives valua-

ble guidelines for the fabrication of devices based on this

technique.

The PR reflow process employed here consists of three

steps: the deposition of the PR (Shipley 220–7.0) on the sub-

strate by spin-coating, the definition of the patterns by photo-

lithography, and finally, the PR reflow by heating on a

hotplate above its glass transition temperature Tg over 3 min.

To pattern the sample, the Shipley 220–7.0 positive PR was

first spin coated on the surface of a substrate using a standard

spin speed of 3000 rpm for 1 min. Then, the sample was soft

baked on a hotplate under a temperature of 90 �C for 1 min

followed by a 35-s exposure under a Karl Suss Mask Aligner

6 and then developed in PR developer (MicroDev from

Microchem) for 1 min. Finally, the sample was cleaned with

deionized water and blow dried with a nitrogen gun.

Different initial thicknesses of the PR patterns were achieved

by varying the spin speed as well as the number of deposited

PR layers. PR with number of deposited layers from one to

three were deposited by repeating the spin coating process.

During the thermal reflow step, the PR turns into a liquid

with a fixed contact line and varying contact angle. The typi-

cal view is that the PR droplet can be described as an ideal

liquid whose shape is determined by the surface energy, the

PR volume, and the contact line.26 However, the sheer exis-

tence of an edge bulge here shows that this simplified view

is not always applicable. It is worth pointing out that for

reflow times longer than 3 min, PR shapes were observed to

be independent of the reflow time and the repetition of the

reflow step. The profiles of the patterned PR after reflow and

cooling down to room temperature were recorded using

a Dektak 3 surface profilometer. In this section, 2� 2 cm2

silicon substrates diced from a 6-in. wafer were used which

provided a large sample area. However, a similar behavior

of PR reflow was also observed on the diamond.

A. Edge bulge observation and evolution

A schematic illustration of the edge bulge effect is shown

in Fig. 1. The curve with arrows represents a profile with

edge bulges. As the reflow temperature and/or PR thickness

is increased, the bulge propagates inwards as indicated by

the arrows until eventually a convex lens of approximately

the spherical shape (spherical curve) is formed. The edge

bulge propagation is first investigated on large 1� 1 mm2

square PR patterns, which minimizes the interaction between

the bulges.

A set of micrographs of the propagation process with

increasing temperatures at a PR initial thickness of 15 lm

during thermal reflow is shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen, the

edge bulge forms first at the borders of the pattern and then

propagates inward when the reflow temperature is gradually

increased. We use the propagation distance of the edge bulge

dmax, which corresponds to the highest point of the edge

bulge, to monitor the propagation quantitatively as illustrated

in Fig. 1. Due to the geometry of the Dektak tip with a tip

radius of 12.5 lm, dmax is systematically overestimated. All

measurements are affected in the same way, and therefore,

the trends derived here are reliable and qualitatively con-

firmed by the micrographs in Fig. 2. The evolution of the

edge bulge is characterized as a function of the reflow tem-

perature, T, and the initial thickness of the PR pattern, h0,

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the edge bulge effect: the curve with

arrows represents a profile with an edge bulge and illustrates the key param-

eters dmax and D. The spherical curve represents the profile of a convex lens.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Micrographs of PR patterns (h0¼ 15 lm) with differ-

ent reflow temperatures. (a) Sample before reflow, T¼ 70 �C, which is

below the PR glass transition temperature. (b)–(h) Evolution of the PR

pattern while the temperature was gradually raised to 240 �C.
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before reflow. It was observed that in the case of a circular

PR pattern with a diameter D, a convex lens shape is formed

when dmax¼D/2.

To investigate the influences of T and h0, PR patterns

with h0 of 6.3, 15, and 21 lm, corresponding to the thick-

nesses of the single-, double-, and three-layer PR deposition,

respectively, were reflowed at different temperatures. The

resulting profiles were measured. In addition, it was found

that a PR thickness h0 around 12 lm, corresponding to the

thinnest achievable PR thickness using double-layer PR

deposition, could give adequate uniformity and fidelity for

diamond lens fabrication. Thus, a PR pattern reflowed with

h0 at 11.6 lm was also prepared and measured. The dmax of

these reflowed PR patterns was found to be a function of the

reflow temperature. This function can be empirically derived

from Fig. 3, which plots dmax vs T-Tg. The linear theory fit

visible in this graph suggests the following empirical

relationship:

dmax ¼ h0 � ððT� TgÞ=Tp Þ1=3; (1)

where Tp� 26.6� 10�3 K is an empirically determined

propagation constant, h0 denotes the initial thickness of the

PR pattern, and Tg� 352.2 K denotes the PR glass transition

temperature. The values for Tp and Tg were obtained by

fitting the data shown in Fig. 3.

As can be seen from Eq. (1), the dmax follows a linear

relation of h0 at a constant reflow temperature. This equation

could be used for the estimation of the propagation of a

single bulge on the PR after reflow.

B. Bulge interaction and minimum thickness for
microlens formation

In Sec. II A, the undisturbed propagation of a single bulge

reflowed on the PR pattern was examined. However, in the

specific case of microlens fabrication, the bulges from

opposing edges of the pattern will eventually interact and

merge to form a lens shape, as shown in Fig. 1. Besides, the

bulge propagation might be distorted by the interaction of

each other due to a limited propagation area and a circular

boundary. This might result in deviations from the propaga-

tion behavior described above in Sec. II A. Moreover, a

thresholdlike phenomenon occurring at a certain initial

thickness h0, reflow temperature T, and diameter D is

expected when the bulges start to merge. After the bulges

completely merged, a convex lens shape is formed as

described above.

To investigate the bulge propagation behavior at a limited

area, the circular PR patterns with diameters of 200, 250,

350, and 400 lm and different initial thicknesses were fabri-

cated. These PR patterns were then reflowed at a fixed tem-

perature of 125 �C for 3 min, which are widely used reflow

conditions. The dmax was measured and plotted as a function

of h0 in Fig. 4. Note that for D< 250 lm, the systematic

error of the Dektak measurement leads to a noticeable over-

estimation of the diameter in the Dektak profile, which is

clearly visible in the trace for D¼ 200 lm. An optical image

of PR patterns at an initial thickness of 9.15 lm before

reflow is shown as an inset of Fig. 4. It can be seen that at

first, for h0< 9 lm, the propagation distance dmax of the edge

bulge is less than that predicted by Eq. (1) as represented by

a thick red dashed–dotted line in Fig. 4. As mentioned, this

might be an effect of the bulge interaction and the repulsion

of opposing edge bulges. Upon further increase in h0, dmax

drastically increases, which may be due to the interaction

and merging of the bulges.

Additionally, in Fig. 4, the minimum h0 at each diame-

ter indicated by the vertical dashed–dotted lines, which

corresponds to the point where the dmax reaches the maxi-

mum possible value of the D/2, can be clearly observed.

Above this minimum thickness, the dmax ceased to increase

since the bulges completely merged at the center of the

pattern and no further inwards propagation is possible. It is

worth pointing out that this minimum thickness is consist-

ent with the thickness given by Eq. (1) for a propagation

distance of dmax¼D/2. This indicates that even for PR pat-

terns with a limited size, Eq. (1) is applicable to predict

the required minimum thickness for bulges merging at the

pattern center to form a convex lens shape at a certain

reflow temperature T. For example, if we want to achieve a

FIG. 3. (Color online) dmax as a function of T-Tg with h0 of 6.3, 11.6, 15, and

21 lm, respectively.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Propagation distance dmax as a function of the initial

thickness h0 of PR patterns with different diameters. The thick dashed–

dotted line represents Eq. (1), and the vertical dashed–dotted lines indicate

the minimum h0 at each diameter. Inset: micrograph of PR patterns with an

initial thickness of 9.15 lm before thermal reflow at 125 �C.
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convex microlens with a diameter of D¼ 400 lm, the cor-

responding dmax should be 200 lm. For a conventional

reflow temperature of 125 �C, the minimum PR thickness

is calculated to be 16.68 lm, which means the PR thick-

ness has to be above this value to form a lens shape after

reflow.

In Fig. 5, the minimum PR thickness required for lens

shape formation with a given lens radius at a reflow tempera-

ture of 125 �C on silicon is plotted. Similar behavior has also

been observed for PR patterns on diamond. Therefore, the

above finding can be used as a guideline for the fabrication

of PR microlenses on diamond as well.

Furthermore, it was found that the PR lens shape formed

at the minimum initial thickness had the largest ROC at its

diameter. Based on this result, a PR microlens pattern with

the largest reported ROC of 1.4 mm at a diameter of 400 lm

is achieved. As shown in Sec. III, such PR microlens pattern

with the largest ROC has been successfully transferred onto

diamond to form large ROC diamond microlenses.

To quantify how closely the reflowed PR shapes resemble

a spherical lens shape, the same set of data as shown in Fig. 4

was fitted by a least squares fit to a spherical shape. As a

figure of merit, we use a normalized least squares residual

(Res), which is calculated as

Res ¼
XN

i¼1

ððh exp ;i � hfit;iÞ2Þ=ðN� h 2
0 Þ; (2)

where hexp is the height of the experimental trace and hfit is

the height of the fitted spherical shape at each point of the

trace. The sum is evaluated over all N points of the trace

within the interval [�D/2, þD/2], in which the traces

are centered to zero. The calculation results are plotted in

Fig. 6(a). Two examples of the measured and fitted traces

are shown in Fig. 6(b). It can be seen that the trace with edge

bulges deviates strongly from the fitted microlens shape and

this deviation from the measured trace to the fit can therefore

be used as a measure for how well the reflowed pattern

resembles a spherical lens. In Fig. 6(a), for thicknesses

h0� 9 lm, Res is approximately constant for different PR

thicknesses at a value of Res� 0.05. This value corresponds

to trace (1) in Fig. 6(b). When h0> 9 lm, Res decreases at

an exponential rate as indicated by the dashed–dotted line in

Fig. 6(a). This means that, once a certain thickness is

exceeded, the reflowed PR pattern changes to a spherical

lens shape exponentially fast upon further increase in the PR

thickness.

Furthermore, these results on the evolution of the PR pro-

file also show that apart from spherical lenses, PR shapes

like aspheric lenses or concave rings can also be, in princi-

ple, achieved by the precise control of h0 and T.

C. Discussion

In this section, we relate our observation of the edge

bulge effect to past attempts of understanding the profiles

generated by PR reflow on a theoretical basis. In the simplest

and most commonly used case, it is assumed that during

reflow, the PR becomes an ideal liquid that forms a droplet

with a fixed contact line23 (or, in a few cases, with a fixed

contact angle26). This approach satisfactorily describes the

reflowed PR shapes obtained well above the minimum thick-

ness described in Sec. II B. The more complex shapes

observed below minimum thickness, however, cannot be

explained by this approach. The underlying reason is that the

droplet shape is calculated assuming that the pressure drop

calculated by the Young-Laplace law equals a constant term

(related to the surface tension) plus a contribution from an

external force, i.e., in particular, gravity19

1=R1 þ 1=R2 ¼ cþ fext; (3)

where R1 and R2 are the local radii of curvature of the sur-

face, c is a constant, and fext is the contribution of external

forces.27 At the edge bulge, we encounter a change in sign of

the local radius of curvature, and thus of the pressure drop

calculated by the Young-Laplace law. This intriguing obser-

vation is a fundamental problem for this simple approach.

Very few theoretical investigations have been made that

consider more complex shapes. Audran et al.18 numerically

solved the Navier-Stokes equations and were thus able to

model the temporal evolution of the droplet, including inter-

mediate shapes that contain an edge bulge. However, their

final shape still does not have an edge bulge. Since the edge

bulge observed by us does not represent an intermediate

temporal shape, it is questionable if it can really be explained

by this model. O’Neill and Sheridan17,28 summarized a num-

ber of fitting procedures for the recorded pattern profiles

that account for complex surface shapes. While these fitting

methods may be useful for engineering purposes, they do not

give any insight into the physics causing the observed

shapes.

All in all, the physics of the edge bulge formation are

essentially unknown. It is possible that the underlying mech-

anism is a so far unexplored aspect of fluid mechanics. Here,

we mainly focus on the empirical results and its application

on the guidance of microlens fabrication. The dynamics

behind is still open for discussion.
FIG. 5. Minimum PR thickness needed to form a spherical lens shape with a

given radius at a reflow temperature of 125 �C on silicon.
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III. FABRICATION OF DIAMOND MICROLENSES
WITH A LARGE ROC

To fabricate diamond microlenses with a large ROC, a

lens shape PR structure (as a sacrificial etch mask) with a

large ROC and a low ICP etching selectivity for pattern

transfer are necessary. The study in Sec. II demonstrates that

at a certain diameter, there is a minimum PR thickness

required to form a spherical PR lens structure by thermal

reflow. The PR lens structure formed by adopting this mini-

mum PR thickness has the largest ROC at a certain diameter

as it gives a minimum lens height after thermal reflow. The

lens ROC is calculated by Eq. (4)

ROC ¼ ðD2 þ 4h2Þ=8h; (4)

where D is the lens diameter and h is the lens height,

respectively.

By applying the findings of Sec. II together with a suita-

ble etch method, here, we realized the fabrication of large

ROC microlenses on a high quality single crystal diamond.

As a result, diamond microlenses with the largest reported

ROC of over 13 mm at a diameter of 400 lm are achieved.

A. Fabrication of diamond microlenses

In this work, a PR microlens array mask with a diameter

of 400 lm was first fabricated on a 4� 4 mm2 single crystal

diamond platelet. A multiplex ICP etch tool (SPTS) was

used to transfer the PR mask to diamond. Based on the study

shown in Sec. II B, for a PR microlens of 400 lm in diameter

and a reflow temperature of 125 �C, the minimum PR thick-

ness is around 17 lm, which is beyond the thickness achieva-

ble using a double PR layer deposition. Furthermore,

increasing the PR thickness will also result in significantly

reduced uniformity and pattern fidelity due to an increasing

influence of the edge bead effect on the small diamond sam-

ple. Therefore, the reflow temperature was raised to 135 �C,

which allowed PR microlens formation with a modified ini-

tial thickness of h0¼ 11.5 lm on diamond with high pattern

fidelity. By this way, the resulting PR microlens on diamond

had a ROC as large as 1.4 mm. To fabricate a diamond

microlens with a larger ROC, an etch recipe with a low etch

selectivity, which is defined by the ratio of diamond etch

rate divided by the PR etch rate, is required to transfer the

PR microlens mask to diamond.

In this work, transferring the PR lens mask to diamond is

done by ICP etching with Ar/Cl2 plasma.16 The chlorine-

based diamond etching has a very low etch selectivity of 0.1,

nearly half that of the conventional Ar/O2 etching under the

same conditions.16 Therefore, it enables a much shallower

etched diamond structure and a larger ROC of resulting dia-

mond microlenses. The etch recipe used here was: 5 mTorr

pressure, 25 sccm Ar flow rate, 40 sccm Cl2 flow rate, 300 W

platen power, and 400 W coil power.

B. Characterization of large-ROC diamond
microlenses

As measured by the atomic force microscopy, the fabri-

cated diamond microlenses have a root-mean-square surface

roughness of only 0.18 nm for an area of 3� 3 lm2. This

result is consistent with the roughness previously reported

by Lee et al.16 Such a smooth surface is beneficial for the

optical applications. To characterize the profiles of the fabri-

cated diamond microlenses, a Dektak surface profilometer

was used. The height of the fabricated microlenses was

measured to be around 1.6 lm. By fitting with a semicircle

function, a ROC value of 14 mm is obtained, as shown in

Fig. 7. An optical image of the fabricated diamond

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Normalized deviation from a spherical lens shape calculated by Eq. (2) and (b) example traces of measurement and fit of data points

(1) and (2) of D¼ 400 lm shown in (a), trace (1) h0¼ 9.15 lm, Res¼ 0.054 and trace (2) h0¼ 16.9 lm, Res¼ 0.0015.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Profile of a diamond microlens including a spherical

fit. Inset: optical image of the diamond microlens array.
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microlenses is also presented in Fig. 7 as the inset. A devia-

tion from the spherical shape is observed at the profile bot-

tom, which comes from the large ROC PR microlens and the

low-selectivity ICP etching. If the lens shape were perfectly

spherical, then the ROC would be slightly smaller, namely,

13 mm, as calculated with Eq. (4).

C. Outlook

Diamond microlenses with such large ROCs can be used

to form microresonators and serve as crucial components for

the application in a monolithic diamond Raman laser.13,14

The technique of diamond microlens fabrication with a spe-

cial geometry might also find use in solid-immersion-lenses

for quantum related technologies.10,29,30 Similarly, micro-

lenses with different diameters and ROCs on various materi-

als can be achieved following the principles outlined here on

demand and might find their application in imaging31 or dis-

plays.32 Furthermore, based on this study, shapes other than

spherical convex lenses, such as microrings,33 concave-

lenses, and aspheric microlenses, are also achievable by the

precise control of the PR reflow.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The edge bulge effect exhibited during the PR pattern

reflow process has been studied, and the findings have been

applied to develop novel diamond microlenses. An empirical

description and relationship of the PR edge bulge evolution

as a function of the initial PR thickness and the reflow tem-

perature are provided with the underlying physics still open

to being discussed. Importantly, at certain pattern diameters,

we observed a minimum PR thickness at which a spherical

PR lens structure can be formed by thermal reflow and the

lens profile formed has the largest ROC. This minimum

thickness is predictable by using Eq. (1). This study under-

pins the controllable fabrication of PR patterns using thermal

reflow. Furthermore, by combining the controllable fabrica-

tion of PR patterns with the PR pattern transfer via ICP etch-

ing, the diamond microlenses with a large ROC have been

achieved. In particular, pattern transfer through Ar/Cl2 ICP

etching takes advantage of a low etch selectivity and enables

subnanometer surface roughness. Microlenses with a diame-

ter of 400 lm were fabricated in this work have a ROC of

1.4 mm in PR and over 13 mm in diamond after pattern

transfer. Such large ROC lenses have not been achieved pre-

viously and have wide range of applications.
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